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Apache SecurityO'Reilly, 2005
This all-purpose guide for locking down Apache arms readers  with all the information they need to securely deploy applications.  Administrators and programmers alike will benefit from a concise introduction to  the theory of securing Apache, plus a wealth of practical advice and real-life  examples. Topics covered include...
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Linux Network Servers (Craig Hunt Linux Library)Sybex, 2002
Authoritative Answers to All Your Linux Network Server     Questions—Specifically for Linux Administrators
     Tap into     Linux's impressive capabilities as a network server. Written by one of the     world’s leading Linux system administration experts, Linux Network     Servers teaches you,...
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PHP Team DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Given the nature of the business environment today, organizations that want to build value-added enterprise PHP applications need a team of PHP people rather than an individual. You've got a team! What next? Customizing such applications to meet with organizational objectives and maintaining these applications over time can be quite a tedious task...
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Integrating PHP Projects with JenkinsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Today's web applications require frequent updates, not just by adding or upgrading features, but by maintaining and improving the software’s existing code base as well. This concise book shows PHP developers how to use Jenkins, the popular continuous integration server, to monitor various aspects of software quality...
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Essential GWT: Building for the Web with Google Web Toolkit 2 (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2010

	With Google Web Toolkit, Java developers can build sophisticated Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) and complete Web sites using the powerful IDEs and tools they already use. Now, with GWT 2, Google Web Toolkit has become even more useful. Essential GWT shows how to use this latest version of GWT to create production solutions...
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Beginning Apache Struts: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
This book describes a web application framework called Apache Struts, with which you
can easily build robust, maintainable web applications. Now, the three italicized adjectives
aren’t just hype:

• Simplicity: Struts is relatively easy to pick up and use effectively. You get a lot out of
Struts for the effort...
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Pro Apache HadoopApress, 2014

	Pro Apache Hadoop, Second Edition brings you up to speed on Hadoop – the framework of big data. Revised to cover Hadoop 2.0, the book covers the very latest developments such as YARN (aka MapReduce 2.0), new HDFS high-availability features, and increased scalability in the form of HDFS Federations. All the old content has been...
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Spark for Python DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Set up real-time streaming and batch data intensive infrastructure using Spark and Python
	
		Deliver insightful visualizations in a web app using Spark (PySpark)
	
		Inject live data using Spark Streaming with real-time events



	Book Description


	Looking...
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Field Guide to Hadoop: An Introduction to Hadoop, Its Ecosystem, and Aligned TechnologiesO'Reilly, 2015

	
		If your organization is about to enter the world of big data, you not only need to decide whether Apache Hadoop is the right platform to use, but also which of its many components are best suited to your task. This field guide makes the exercise manageable by breaking down the Hadoop ecosystem into short, digestible sections....
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Apache Solr PHP IntegrationPackt Publishing, 2013

	For PHP developers who need to integrate a search facility into their applications, this guide is your passport to success. It takes you step by step through the great features of Apache Solr and how to implement them.


	Overview

	
		Understand the tools that can be used to communicate between PHP and Solr, and...
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Mesos in ActionManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Mesos in Action introduces readers to the Apache Mesos cluster manager and the concept of application-centric infrastructure. Filled with helpful figures and hands-on instructions, this book guides you from your first steps creating a highly-available Mesos cluster through deploying applications in...
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Red Hat: The Complete Reference Enterprise Linux & Fedora EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Maximize the powerful capabilities of Red Hat Enterprise and Fedora Linux using this
comprehensive and up-to-date reference. You'll get full details on everything from installation and
configuration to system administration and server management of Enterprise Linux-with specifics
on the Linux Kernel 2.6. Thorough security coverage...
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